Thrills, action, fresh air - loving powersport is easy - whether you’re on land, sea, snow or ice. Vehicle performance is everything and at the heart of it all is the battery. Your battery needs to be charged to maximum capacity to deliver peak power performance every time your powersport vehicle is started. The CT5 POWERSPORT charger is specifically designed to charge and maintain powersport vehicle batteries, helping you to enjoy the pure freedom of powersport.

ALWAYS READY FOR ACTION
A powersport vehicle is typically stored for long periods but you always want it to be ready for action. The CT5 POWERSPORT charger has three key charging & maintenance stages to maximise the power and lifetime of the battery. It uses advanced technology to constantly monitor the battery’s power and health and take action when required. The CT5 POWERSPORT charger can be attached to the battery indefinitely if required without risk of over or under charging.

FOR ALL MOTORCYCLES, ATVS, JET SKIS AND SNOWMOBILES
The CT5 POWERSPORT charger treats every battery carefully as an individual. The charger is easy to use and works with all powersports vehicle batteries. Connect the CT5 POWERSPORT charger direct to the battery or via the 12V CANBUS socket (compatible with BMW motorcycles) using the CTX INDICATOR PLUG 12V accessory.

CHECK
Tests battery condition and restores capacity by removing sulphates

CHARGE
Safe, fast charging of battery to maximum capacity.

CARE
Patented maintenance for maximum battery performance and lifetime.

PRACTICAL AND SIMPLE TO USE
The CT5 POWERSPORT charger is a practical and simple to use charger with an easy to understand display. It is non-sparking, reverse polarity protected and short-circuit proof, and comes with a 5 year warranty.

Recommended vehicles. Valid for all 12V lead-acid batteries.

Enable charging on BMW motorcycles using CANBUS technology.
GUARANTEED QUALITY WITH CTEK

CTEK customer support is available to answer any questions related to charging and CTEK chargers. Safety, simplicity and flexibility characterises all products and solutions developed and sold by CTEK. CTEK supply chargers to more than 70 countries throughout the world. CTEK is also a reliable OEM supplier to many of the world’s most prestigious car and motorcycle manufacturers.

For more information visit WWW.CTEK.COM

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

CONNECT-Clamp

CONNECT-Eyelet M6

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

CTX INDICATOR Plug 12V

TheCTX INDICATOR PLUG 12V can be attached to the CT5 POWERSPORT charger to enable CANBUS charging of BMW motorcycles.

3 SELECTABLE CHARGE PROGRAMS

NORMAL
Charge programme for medium sized lead-acid batteries.

AGM
Charge programme for medium sized lead-acid AGM batteries.

RECOND
Charge programme for reconditioning of deeply discharged batteries.

TECHNICAL DATA

| INPUT | 220-240VAC, 50-60Hz, 0.3A |
| OUTPUT | 2.3A max, NORMAL 14.4V, AGM 14.7V, RECOND 15.8V |
| AMBIENT TEMPERATURE | -20°C to +50°C |
| TYPE OF BATTERY | All types of 12V lead-acid batteries (WET, MF, Ca/Ca, AGM and GEL) |
| BATTERY CAPACITY | 5-25Ah |
| WARRANTY | 5 years |